Time is a gift that most of us take for granted. We get so caught up in the busyness of our daily lives that we rarely stop and take a serious look at how we're
spending this gift.
~Cheryl Richardson, Life Makeovers
Dear (Contact First Name),
This past spring's erratic weather
surely put a spin on the garden
design biz and it's taken until now
to find the time to reflect.
The east coast weather tested our
mettle with drenching rains
balanced by days and days of
90°degree heat that had
gardeners, and gardens stressed!
But, we made it through and here
comes fall planting time!
Sometimes the harder you pedal,
the more you fall behind!

Fall Planting Ideas
The American Horticultural Society
website has information about bulbs to
plant in the Fall for Spring blooms.
Enjoy Becky Heath's article about
Interplanting Spring Bulbs.
University of Maryland Extension is a
great source of planting information.
This article is about Planting Trees and
Shrubs.
Time to get busy!

Nursery Road Trips

Even though I've been designing gardens for 30(+) years, there's still a kick in
discovering new plants to select for landscape projects. Summer allows time for
nursery road trips where I find inspiration for fall planting design. I love wandering with
my favorite growers through their acres of shrubs and trees and greenhouses full of
container grown plants.

BAAM:
Building African American Minds
Time is easily monitored in the vegetable garden
because the journey from seed to harvest happens so
quickly. The new BAAM vegetable boxes have been
wildly successful. There was a bumper crop of green
beans and tomatoes with corn, squash, peppers, and
eggplants sharing the spotlight.
This mentoring program in Easton MD helps young African American boys with
school work, opens the door to opportunities with dialogue and support leading to a
promising future. Time well spent.
Visit the BAAM Website to learn more.

At left, the original vegetable boxes layout with painted lines. At right, the thriving gardens!

BAAM Team Members Working in the Garden

Almost Harvest Time in the BAAM Gardens!

Finding Time to Exercise
Finding time to exercise can be a challenge with the demands of our busy lives. If
we can put the cell phone down, tear ourselves away from our computers and wander
out of doors, we can rediscover the benefits of a different kind of working; working at
playing outside ...and exercising for fun.
Jump in a pool ~ Paddle a kayak ~ Hop on your bike ~ Take a speedy walk
Learn more about why exercise is good for you!

Paddle a kayak! Visit a local paddle shop's website at Shore Pedal and Paddle.

Try paddle board yoga!

Jump in a pool! Especially one as beautiful as this lap pool.

A current garden design project includes a very cool lap pool along-side a striking
new contemporary home. Noted architect, Mark Beck designed a glorious light filled
home with visual connection to the beautiful riverfront. Visit Mark Beck's Houzz.com
site.

Sculpture News - Articles in Recent Publications:
Thanks to local Shore Monthly Magazine editor Sarah Ensor who wrote a charming
piece about my garden design and sculpture. Sarah and photographer Arden Haley
made a terrific team while we checked out one of my projects during installation. And
then we found time to have a studio visit. Read more in the Shore Monthly.

Speaking of the Shore Monthly Magazine, in the same issue there's an article about
paddle board yoga, yet another option, for getting outside and using personal time
differently. This practice pairs two forms of ancient exercise, can't wait to try it out.
Read more...
Thanks also to Keri Luise for her article
in Annapolis based Bay Weekly
newspaper celebrating the symbiosis of
sculpture and delicious fresh cooking at
Evelyn's Restaurant in West Annapolis.
Hats off to Brandon Stalker of Evelyn's
for collaborating on our sculpture
garden.
And, the new garden is thriving! Included
are Yucca 'Color Guard' and Stachys
'Helene von Stein' (Lamb's Ear) where
the bed is high and dry. In a moister
section the rush Juncus 'Blue Arrows',
and Acorus grmineus 'Ogon' are happy
plants. A crazy combination, but proof
that it's best to take time to assess an
area before planting.

One more timely note:

It's almost time for the newly formed foundation AEC, a Fund
for Art in Ellicott City, Maryland to install an 'Aubergine'
sculpture on Main Street. The Howard County Welcome
Center was home to an eggplant a couple of years ago as part
of the Art Sites Competition, but now thanks to the foundation
there will be a permanent 'Aubergine' back in town.
Apparently, folks in E.C. missed the eggplant sculpture. The
second time around can be so sweet.

The end of summer is around the bend, but there's still time to unwind, relax, and shift
gears to get ready for next season. Take the time to enjoy each day!

Your ideas are Welcome!
Got a notion or two of your own you'd like to explore? Or a dream that might benefit
from some team work?
Your ideas are welcome. Get in touch!

Email us now
To successful partnerships!

STAY CONNECTED

